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LUKA SAMMALISTO BIO

BIRTH DATE : NOVEMBER 25, 2007
NATIONALITY : FINNISH
KARTING DEBUT : 2015
RACING DEBUT: 2016 IN FINLAND / 2017 IN EUROPE
TEAM : KART REPUBLIC
CATEGORY : OK JUNIOR 2021 -> OK 2022
RANKINGS: 13th EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 2021

12th WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2021

TARGET: TOP 5 / 2022 (WC & EC)
TOP 3 / 2023 (WC & EC)
IN THE FUTURE: PROFESSIONAL RACING DRIVER

FAMILY FATHER, MOTHER & BIG BROTHER 

BUDGETS € 200.000  / 2021
€ 250.000  / 2022

WEB SITE https://en.lukasammalisto.com/
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30-35 WEEKS AWAY 
FROM HOME

16 RACES ABROAD +
MANY TESTING DAYS

2021 

https://en.lukasammalisto.com/


TEAM MANAGER / DINO CHIESA

Luka is fast, he has a great attitude and he works hard. He 
is a good analyst; when giving him straight feedback, Luka 
listens and learns. He keeps in mind what has been 
agreed and what has been talked about. He is loyal and 
committed. As a team member Luka is calm and humble. 
He doesn’t make any fuss about irrelevant things. 

WHAT IS NECESSARY TO IMPROVE?
Toughness. It is important to find the right kind of “bad 
ass” attitude when competing. And consistency is one 
key factor as well. The speed is there, no doubt about 
that!! Many of the drivers in the OK class are 
professionals and the competition is fierce. Once the 
right attitude is found, Luka will have every chance to 
move to the top of the OK class in the coming season in 
2022.

WHERE HAS LUKA DEVELOPED THE MOST?
*Dino is laughing* Luka has improved in ALL areas. The 
development has been significant since the spring 
already. It really shows that he has been racing a lot in 
the international level. And as far as I’m concerned Luka 
is mature enough and ready to race in single-seaters in 
2024. back



THE MECHANIC / TOMAŽ GORENC

I’ve been working with Luka for one year now and with 
Dino Chiesa for the last 12 years. Some of my latest 
achievements as a mechanic:
• 2016: DKM 1st, WC 4th
• 2018: WSK 1st, EU 1st, WC 2nd
• 2019: DKM 2nd

LUKA AS A DRIVER AND AS A MEMBER OF THE TEAM?
On the track he is fast. Off the track he is listening 
whenever we talk to him and is focused while we discuss. 
He is also ready to test different things even in the middle 
of a race weekend. And he has ability to overcome 
problems or setbacks and look forward, even in a hard 
situation. He tells us what is need to be done on the kart 
and he lets us do our work (setup) without a doubt.  

WHAT IS ESSENTIAL TO IMPROVE?
Fighting skills and self-confidence in racing battles. More 
egoistic attitude when the race starts. He needs to 
concentrate on his own doing rather than looking at what 
the rivals do. Some fine-tuning and the way to the success 
is open for this young Flying Finnish Fighter. 
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THE DRIVER COACH / ROOPE MARKKANEN

My goal as a driver coach is to put my expertise and knowledge of 
racing to help Luka develop as a driver, in all areas: racing, testing, 
learn how to figure out where that apex is, teaching him to 
understand what his kart needs to make it perform better... Etc. 
We work well together. Constant learning process for Luka and for 
me as well. 

Luka has developed a great deal since I started working with him 
two years ago. He is really fast (one of the fastest drivers on the 
circuit every time) and he is a quick learner. These qualities makes 
Luka special and real team player. It is no coincidence that Dino or 
Tomaz often ask Luka to test different set-ups, tires or new 
chassis. The team counts on him and his feedback. He has gained 
the trust of KR team. That is something to be proud of and it’s a 
sign of respect from the Kart Republic. 

We need to remember that Luka is still young, so if he now lacks 
confidence a bit in tough racing situations, it is understandable. 
Psychological thing and very common to young people. I know 
that his confidence is there, in his spine. We just need to find the 
right tools to lure it to the surface. And after that, he will be not 
only fast but fearless. 
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT

Education is a privilege and invaluable, but it is not always easy to combine school and racing. It takes its 
toll when travelling abroad. I do not have any personal teacher, but my teacher in Finland has a good 
understanding of my situation. She has made a special “student-designed” plan for me. I do my best to 
keep up with the others.

Before races we test a lot and for example last time, we spent 2 weeks in Spain before the World 
Championship and a total 3 weeks under the Andalusian sun. Days are long and exhausting, there is no 
time to study. And if there is time between the heats, for me it is not possible to change the concentration 
and switch the studying mood on. My focus is on driving and improving the skills on the track. Not any 
ideal environment for basic learning and studying. 

But on the other hand, I learn skills which are not taught at the school: I learn how to work with a team, 
learn how to adjust to different circumstances and countries. Learn how to control myself and my energy, 
how to be patient (travelling is stressful, especially during this covid-time). Learn to appreciate others 
work, how to communicate and improve my language skills. Not to mention how to overcome obstacles 
and disappointments, this is pure motorsport after all. It is not normal life, but it is my normal now. 
Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn – kind of process.

Some may think, that “Wow! You have the chance to travel a lot.” But it’s never any holiday when it comes 
to testing or racing journeys.. Last time in Spain we had four days off between races, that was luxurious. 

“I DO MY BEST TO KEEP UP WITH THE OTHERS”
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WORKING OUT AND PHYSICAL TRAINING

To keep my body in shape for racing in this level, working-out 
is MUST. I mix endurance training (basically running) with 
muscular workouts. My Finnish fitness coach – Janskusport -
gives me exercises what to do and forms to fill. 

“I have been working as a personal fitness coach for Luka since 
October 2018. Luka's physical development has been really fast. 
Luka has a lot of positive energy. And the willpower is huge.“ 
Jannika Välimaa, fitness coach

I need to practice my body like a real athlete to achieve the 
results I have set. I need to focus on sleeping and eating well, 
too. I’m picky with the food, so “eating well” is one of my 
challenges ... To be honest. 

Stretching…. Not my kind of thing, but that is need to be done 
as well. I do not have any choice. “You are not skiving off, not 
on my watch!”; says my mother when she is in charge.  And 
she usually is. 

Cooper test result (November 2021) – 2920m
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https://www.janskusport.com/


FAMILY – THE BEST SUPPORT SYSTEM 

My family supports me 100%. Mother travels with us (me & 
Roope), while my father is working in Finland. He has his own 
constructor company (JHS OY) to run. Whenever it’s possible he 
join us. Father’s responsibility has been to find sponsors and 
partners, who help us cover the high cost of karting. Thanks to him, 
I have many great sponsors and long-term partners in Finland. 

No need to say, that I’m privileged having this kind of opportunity 
to concentrate in karting. I don’t know many drivers, whose mother 
can or even want to spend her time on the track week after week. It 
would be impossible for me to race abroad this much, if she 
refused to travel with me. She has an absolute opinion on travelling 
matter: “you are still too young to travel without either of your 
parents.”.  

#teamsammalisto
Both of my parents are interested in my karting career, but they do 
not intervene – no more than is necessary. Mother is MOM always 
and everywhere and Father is DAD and “partnership manager”. My 
big brother supports me as well and there are many relatives and 
friends in Finland who are watching EVERY race broadcasted live-
stream and cheering for me. Together we are #teamsammalisto ☺
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https://jhs-rakenne.fi/


“THE BEST” FACTS AND FIGURES 2021 
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SOME “SOME”

lukasammalistoracing

Lukasammalisto_official

Luka Sammalisto Racing
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https://www.instagram.com/lukasammalistoracing/
https://www.instagram.com/luka.sammalisto_official/
https://www.facebook.com/LukaSammalisto


PARTNERS 2022
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Annual karting event with my sponsors 
was arranged in September. 

These “find your inner racer” & 
get-together happenings are full of 
excitement, tough racing, laughter 

and team spirit. 
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“ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE 
WHEN YOU HAVE THE 

RIGHT PEOPLE THERE TO 
SUPPORT YOU.”
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